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Oblique Wall - White

Arik Levy

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP65

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 23W—

Delivered lumen output: 1263lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 46%—

Efficacy: 54.91lm/W—

CRI: 90—

This outdoor collection expresses a combination between a

sprouting plant and a guiding light. The oblique light head

pushes up and stretches the vertical stem just like a bean

sprout. The design conveys 2 dimensions that make the piece

nearly disappear in some angles and provide solid support in

others. The outer shell, of varying heights, wraps around the

lighting head to hold it in place. The slightly downward angle

projects the LED light via the high-performance reflector and

prevents glare while defining a quiet light zone. The floor and

wall-mounted versions are part of the collection and provide

a comprehensive solution to all needs of outdoor space, both

private and public. The vertical part comes in different

heights to adjust to projects and provide a solid structure.

Product Code: T086020—

Colour: White—

Installation: Wall—

Material: Aluminum—

Series: Architectural Outdoor—

design by: Arik Levy—

Height: 180 mm—

Diameter: 100 mm—

Weight: kg 2—

Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 20W—

Color temperature (K): 3000K—

Accessories

Oblique - picchetto di fissaggio al terreno

T086500

Oblique - palo T086400
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Oblique Wall - Anthracite gray

Arik Levy

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP65

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 23W—

Delivered lumen output: 1263lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 46%—

Efficacy: 54.91lm/W—

CRI: 90—

This outdoor collection expresses a combination between a

sprouting plant and a guiding light. The oblique light head

pushes up and stretches the vertical stem just like a bean

sprout. The design conveys 2 dimensions that make the piece

nearly disappear in some angles and provide solid support in

others. The outer shell, of varying heights, wraps around the

lighting head to hold it in place. The slightly downward angle

projects the LED light via the high-performance reflector and

prevents glare while defining a quiet light zone. The floor and

wall-mounted versions are part of the collection and provide

a comprehensive solution to all needs of outdoor space, both

private and public. The vertical part comes in different

heights to adjust to projects and provide a solid structure.

Product Code: T086000—

Colour: Anthracite grey—

Installation: Wall—

Material: Aluminum—

Series: Architectural Outdoor—

design by: Arik Levy—

Height: 180 mm—

Diameter: 100 mm—

Max Extension Height: 180 mm—

Weight: kg 2—

Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 20W—

Color temperature (K): 3000K—

Accessories

Oblique - picchetto di fissaggio al terreno

T086500

Oblique - palo T086400


